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Abstract

Recent improvements in autonomous robots’ capacities have led to robots capable of solving
a wide range of problems and operating in diverse environments. However, the most significant
successes remain limited to autonomous robots operating within specific pre-defined environ-
ments, solving specific problems, and using large, expensive, highly instrumented robots, engi-
neered for specific tasks. Currently there is neither a widely used, sophisticated, and affordable
research robot, nor a reliable, widely used method for non-experts to train robots.

We propose combining several complementary novel hardware and software solutions to solve
these problems. We use a robot platform we developed with Commodity Off The Shelf (COTS)
principles to provide low-cost, connected, peripheral rich, and computationally powerful robots.
We use simple learning methods, such as learning by demonstration, to allow non-experts to
train robots. We will implement evolutionary “learning in the cloud” to allow many robots to
contribute to the learning process via the Internet. This will allow anyone to participate in the
distributed robot training. Our ultimate goal is an electronic library of learned behaviors that
continues to improve by group participation, much like Wikipedia does.

Figure 1: A COTSbot is a solderless as-
sembly of an Android phone, an Arduino
microcontroller, and an RC “rock crawler”
car chassis. It is capable of several hours
of autonomous driving in rough terrain,
has a variety of built-in sensors, and sig-
nificant computational power for on-board
image processing and learning.

Problem Statement For autonomous robots to
become a part of our daily lives it must be possible
to program, or re-program, them quickly and easily
with robust, reliable behaviors. I.e. the major prob-
lem with modern robotics is that a novice user can-
not quickly and reliably teach a robot to solve a novel
problem and/or to operate in a novel environment. In
addition, a robot for the general public should be com-
paratively inexpensive, have the computational power
to carry out the demanding computation of learning
novel behaviors and yet not require special expertise
to maintain. Note that these requirements: low-cost,
computational power, and ease of maintenance, are es-
sentially the same as for modern smart phones.

Project Goals Our goal for this project is to de-
velop a distributed robot training framework that non-
experts can use to cooperatively train novel and robust
robot behaviors. First, we will use a robot platform we
have developed that uses a Commodity Off The Shelf
(COTS) design, which provides low-cost, connected,
peripheral rich, and computationally powerful robots.
Second, we will use simple learning techniques, such as
learning by demonstration [2]. Third, we will use evo-
lutionary techniques for the learning process. Finally,
we will implement distributed learning, i.e. “learning in the cloud”, which will allow many robots
to share what they learn via the Internet to improve robustness and shorten training time.

The project’s outcome will be a framework for group learning by smart phone robots using
multiple, geographically distributed trainers. The robots will use on-board, distributed evolutionary
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computation to learn demonstrated behaviors. Multiple trainers acting in multiple environments
will quickly generate large sets of diverse training data. This rich training data coupled with learning
distributed across multiple robots will allow the rapid evolution of general, robust behaviors.

The project’s largest risk is that training data from such diverse sources will overwhelm the
learning process. Expanding the learning process by distributing it should avoid this problem. If
necessary we will apply clustering and outlier detection algorithms to refine the training data.

Commodity Off-The-Shelf (COTS) design advocates the use of low-cost, mass produced
products to build powerful, novel devices. E.g. the assembly of commodity PCs to make the first
cluster computers. COTS leverages mass production and competition to achieve low cost and a rich
set of desirable features, such as durability, reliability, integrated peripherals, and connectedness.
We have used COTS approaches to combine Android smart phones with commercial RC cars to
create our robots (COTSBots) [6]. Because COTSBots use a familiar product, smart phones, they
are approachable and easy to use. Thus, another benefit of this project should be a significant
increase in the number of people participating in cutting edge research with autonomous robots.

Evolutionary Computation (EC) is a stochastic optimization technique based on the prin-
ciples of natural evolution. Analogs of biological reproduction and selection are used to evolve
solutions to problems [1]. An evolutionary algorithm consists of four fundamental elements: a pop-
ulation, a fitness function, a selection function, and one or more genetic operators. The population
is a set of individuals that represent potential solutions. The fitness function is used to measure
the quality of the solutions. The selection function is used to select solutions with better fitness,
i.e. survival of the fittest. Finally, the genetic operators are used to generate new solutions by
recombining and mutating the selected solutions. EC has proven to be capable of learning robust
robotic behaviors from very large, very noisy data sets (see for example [3]). However, it is a com-
putationally intensive learning technique requiring large training sets and computational resources
significantly beyond those found on other research robots such as ePucks, webots, and kheperas.

Distributed learning distributes the evolutionary process across multiple robots. Research
shows it improves on-board evolution of robotic controllers [4]. Our robots will use the smart
phones’ built-in communication to implement distributed evolution and to share training data
collected from each trainer. Each robot maintains its own evolving population of behaviors, but
will share the most promising, i.e. highest fitness, behaviors with the other robots. Multiple trainers
working with multiple robots in varying environments rapidly creates rich training sets supporting
robust behaviors and distributed evolution allows successful behaviors to evolve much more rapidly.

With support from BEACON (an NSF funded Science and Technology Center for the study of
evolution in action http://beacon-center.org/) we have built COTSBots (Figure 1) which can be
trained via demonstration and EC to follow a color or path [7]. For example, 5 minutes of human
driving followed by 15 minutes of evolution time is sufficient to evolve a neural network capable
of reliably identifying and following a distinctly colored path. We have code for direct inter-bot
communication using either Bluetooth or wireless communication and for indirect communication
through a web server. Thus, the only remaining task is to implement the current evolutionary algo-
rithm in a distributed fashion using the established communication protocols and EC techniques.

Our test problem will be learning to drive on outdoor, wilderness trails. Wilderness trails are
poorly defined, with highly variable surfaces and edges. Thus, this problem will test our system’s
ability to generate, and reliably learn from, large, diverse training sets. In addition, this problem
has a practical component, using the phone’s built in GPS we will record the robots’ movements
allowing us to autonomously build GPS maps of wilderness trails. Outdoor activities and industries
are an important aspect of the Idaho economy and being able to autonomously create GPS maps
of wilderness regions will be a significant benefit to the state. Other applications of this problem
include search and rescue, autonomous wilderness monitoring, and industrial security.
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Learning Process The initial learning process has two stages: human operation (demonstra-
tion) and learning. During human operation, multiple operators drive multiple robots, following
multiple trails, and the robots build a training set of terrain images and behaviors. During learning
distributed EC is used to train neural networks to generate the correct behaviors for a given image.
Each robot maintains its own evolving population. Promising networks (i.e. ones with high fitness)
are exchanged between robots to increase diversity and improve the evolutionary process. When
evolved behaviors match the human decisions the robots can operate autonomously.

Once testing is complete with the discrete approach the training and learning steps will be
merged. EC will run continuously in the background during human operation. Additionally, during
autonomous operation, if a robot seems to be performing poorly or moves into a novel environment,
a human operator can resume control to mentor the bot.

Outcomes This project will lead to the development of hardware and software for simple, fast,
and reliable training of robust robotic behaviors, which will make robots much more accessible
and useful to the general public. Although our research is involves small sets of robots (5-10), the
process is distributable across thousands of robots. Networks of users facing similar problems can
share training data and evolved solutions creating learning populations. In addition, this work will
further demonstrate the usefulness of the COTS approach to robot design and will make low cost
computationally powerful robots widely available.

DATA PLAN Our COTSBots designs, build instructions, and sample code are available
through our website at cotsbots.wordpress.org and via Bitbucket under the project name UIda-
hoLair. We will continue to update both sites as the research progresses. We will publish scientific
results in academic venues and will attend machine learning conferences to present tutorials on
building and using COTSBots. Dr. Soule presented such a tutorial at GECCO 2013 [5].

BUDGET (Total: $49,416)
PhD Student Salary ($25/hr, 40hrs/week summer, 20hrs/week academic year + fringe): $31,685
Student in-state tuition (full time RA’s receive an out-of-state tuition waiver): $10,311
Android phones (10 Nexus 4’s or similar): $3,000
Robots (12 nitro RC cars ($120) + 12 DFRobot Romeo microcontrollers ($40)): $1,920
Additional supplies (Batteries, chargers, etc.): $1000
Travel (attend 4 conferences to present results and tutorials): $1500
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